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1 The volunteer marshals were really supportive so if poss replace security with proper runners. The city route lacked scenery - any way of taking in a park? I liked 
the extra loop being added onto the first lap for the half - it made the subsequent laps feel shorter. Some free snacks at the end wouldn't have gone a miss.  The 
journey to the start from the event village was confusing - signage could have been improved. Barriers worked well - could have used them more effectively 
though with local businesses 'buying' advertising space (scrim banners) &/or getting them to contribute via volunteers/community groups setting up a 
refreshments station (e.g. KC&C bakers). Team challenges are a good way to engage businesses - could start a 3 x 5k relay event to introduce a 'corporate' 
element. Nice for spectators to see friends multiple times throughout the event. Water gardens had a really nice atmosphere. 

2 "The results as provided by Sports Share/Race Best are not very accurate. Time was recorded accurately, but according to the results I am a senior male runner? 
And I'm pretty certain that ""James Knight"" isn't female... I was quite chuffed to finish 13th out of us ladies, but it's a shame the results don't evidence that! 
Other than that thanks for organising, it was a good event and I'll be back." 

3 "Whilst I really liked another local half marathon I think the route could have been better thought out. I don't mind running in laps, however I feel the route 
didn't really showcase some Bradford sights, and running past what I smelt as the council refuse site 4 times was not the best thing to do on a Sunday morning. 
On a personal note, I do like the t-shirt however did wish it specified the half marathon on its own other than other runs in the series, also at the end whilst I 
appreciate the water it would have been nice, like other runs, to have some sort of food - even a chocolate bar in a bag. Medal was cool though." 

4 Provide results more quickly. Stamp medals with the year. 

5 I thoroughly enjoyed the race itself. Something needs to be done however to improve the results service. In the case of every other 10k I take part in, results are 
provided that same day. 

6 Would be better if didn't have to do four laps. A course that starts and finishes in same place would be better. 

7 "Long delay before 1/2 marathon results appeared on late Monday, and then I was not listed in the results. Eventually resolved after a couple more days. Poor. 
Not sure that I liked Racebest's attitude that ""it's not our fault, it's the timing company"". Possibly, I have a contract with Racebest and Racebest took my 
money. You may have contracted the timing out to a third party, but it is still your problem." 

8 Perhaps a wider range of food available - vegetarian - a mix of different cultures. 

9 "Pls make it very clear in your race details that there will be no mile markers - I spent most of the run doing mental arithmetic to check metric progress! Table 
and pens to fill in details on race number? I could not do this. Louder megaphone or PA - couldn't hear info at the start. Personally I didn't enjoy the multi-lap 
course - others may not mind. Stewards/marshals tried hard but directions and multi-event variations were definitely confusing at times. BUT the Bradford 
people were lovely and it's great to see the centre regenerating. Good luck! 

10 Warm up was excellent. Race was very good. Marshals were very good ! Water provided excellent. Tee shirt and a medal ! Bonus! The results were slow to come 
out for a chip event ! On a more personal opinion maybe the 10k and half marathon route could be made an out and back rather then laps. But overall the race 
was excellent. Thank you 

11 Would have been nice to see more club flags either at the finish or at the start. Also how about getting sports shoes unlimited or a stall where you can buy 
running kit from at city park. 

12 Hello, first time I had run this event as was not put off by the laps, however, if the laps were meant to showcase Bradford they didn't. It was a dull, repetitive 
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race, which consisted of a section of running alongside a rubbish tip! - I realise you have to make the distance but 4 times past a smell of rubbish isn't exactly 
inspiring. The hill near the university was challenging which was good but overall, the saving on road closures and marshals, resulting in the 4 laps didn't make 
me want to run this race again, and it doesn't really make me want to visit Bradford again either- shame really, I expected a better route. Thanks for putting on 
the event and good luck with it in the future. 

13 well organised and event marshals were excellent. 

14 "Really impressed with this years event a lot better than 2 years ago when I ran. I would improve the medal slightly and the finisher t shirt a lot. I would even pay 
a bit more for the event if it meant a better medal and t shirt. On the whole I really enjoyed the race and look forward to next year keep up the good work." 

15 "everything was well organised only problem was slowness of results, but realise this was not your fault" 

16 Working more closely with the timing chip company so that there is a shorter wait between finishing the race and receiving the results 

17 A superbly organised and managed event, it's only a shame that there weren't more entrants - perhaps this is too close to the Yorkshire Marathon? The marshals 
were absolutely superb but it was a bit disconcerting to see, despite the well-advertised road closures, residents were still driving around and forcing marshals to 
move cones; it all felt a bit aggressive and unsafe. And I fully appreciate that the delay in results wasn't your fault, but as the winner of the ladies' race this meant 
I missed my moment of glory in the local paper(!). Finally, sincere apologies for my reaction to being told by a lovely marshal that I'd won - I wouldn't normally 
swear in public. 

18 "Enjoyed the day, good support throughout, possibly a regular email update after booking a place.  I did the Chester Half earlier in the year and the found their 
regular updates helpful. Thanks to all concerned. 

19 Not water bottles at the drink station but something smaller & disposable, alot don't want to carry bottles when running. Also results took ages to come through. 

20 I can not find any race results/times online anywhere? Where are they listed? 

21 More supportive marshals on route. 

22 Have a bit more space 

23 Slightly boring route (repeating the same course several times) and must be nicer places in Bradford than the route chosen 

24 I haven't nothing to say but I'm really enjoyed  myself different people but I'm first time  joined  Bradford city Runs 2014 thanks 

25 Highlight and position the water stop better. many runners ran past it the first time around. 

26 The marshals were so so friendly and encouraging - more so than any other races I have attended in London, Leeds and York - really lovely atmosphere! 

27 "It was disappointing not to get the race results quicker. A text with your race time after you cross the line would be good, but this did not detract from the 
overall race experience which I thought was excellent. I really liked the route, some inclines but not too long or too steep! Thanks" 

28 Results on time! 

29 don’t hold it in Bradford.  it’s a dump. 

30 It would be good to get the results out sooner. 

31 Still waiting for the results of the Half Marathon so maybe improvement in that area? 

32 Would be nice to be able to enter as a team from work and then give team results as well as individual. 

33 Overall very impressed by the organisation compared to other races I've entered. T-shirt saying 'half marathon finisher' rather than just a generic t shirt would 
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have been nice. The main thing that's been a let down is the length of time to get the results online (currently still waiting more than 24 hours after the event). I 
appreciate that race best aren't responsible for the timing chips but it's still a long wait. 

34 "Collection of bib & running chips on the day. Can these not be posted in advance? I gave a 'very poor' for the t-shirt because it doesn't fit. Yes I am 6 foot 7 and 
18 stone, so I did expect it, but still. maybe 50 organise runs in my life and only3 t-shirts ever fit (Huddersfield 10k if you are wondering). Also the start is just 
before a bend. Always congestion. BUT, as it stands there's no results (for the 10k or half). This is 12.30pm on the Monday. That's slow and I am worried they will 
not appear at all. But those points won't stop me doing it again. BFD city centre is great. A quality finish running round the park/pond thing." 

35 "For the half marathon I think having a one long route would be more ideal or minimum 2 laps. 4 laps is mentally torture when I did it last year (personal 
opinion). In terms of promoting, the organisers did not give me much feedback or support. I wish to promote and support Bradford City Run via my charity 
Interpal. This is a charity highly respected in Bradford especially with the Muslim community. I was and I still am willing to visit the whole area and recruit people 
from schools and mosques and get people to sign up as we do a lot of community work and one of the main things we do is get the community fit and healthy. 
All we request is recognition in your publicity. I am hoping that someone can discuss this with me please" 

36 The tee shirts could have more detail on which race was run, e.g. 10k, 5k etc. and the race results could come through quicker. 

37 If more people enter next year may be best to send out face numbers in the post beforehand 

38 Not having the results for 24 hours is poor these days. 

39 more water stations 

40 The route could be made a little faster if the turnaround was removed. Otherwise this year's event was a massive improvement on previous years. 

41 Please ask the marshals in City Park NOT to let public cross the course when runners approaching.  Had to tell them several times.  Aloof they were. 

42 Need to get time a couple of hours after event. Still not had it 24 hrs later - v frustrating!!! 

43 The marshals knew nothing about the races. They did not know where the kids race started and finished. The marshals need to know more about the event. 

44 The race marshals were exceptional in this event, better than in any other event I've run - they really helped to keep the motivation up!  My only complaint 
(besides not having the results yet) is that we had to run past a rubbish truck depot four times - that properly stank! 

45 I do not know how to find out my time as I haven't been told how I find this out! 

46 Just need more promotion for more numbers 

47 Course finish was better this year but results service sucks big time ! 

48 I AM GETTING ON A BIT NOW, 63, SO I AM LOOKING FOR A FLATTER COURSE NEXT TIME 

49 The half marathon course is not the most inspiring (4 laps becomes repetitive) but I appreciate that this makes for a better spectator experience. 

50 Removing the REALLY tight turns would be a big improvement!  And it would be really nice to get a t-shirt specific to the distance we ran, rather than just a 
generic one. 

51 there was no specific t-shirt for each run 

52 May be open the bus and taxi only lanes to all traffic during the event to cut down on traffic congestion. I was amici in traffic for ages at the end. Allowing all 
traffic to use the taxi and bus roads/lanes would've solved this. 

53 Bit of a traffic jam of marathon runners and struggling 5k runners near end of latter opposite Alhambra . No prob for me but they get a bit self important - so I 
suppose a Marshall improvement wanted. And I never saw anybody with z medal so I never got one! 
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54 an earlier start time 

55 "As of Monday am still no results, pretty poor Marshals were excellent, enthusiastic and encouraging" 

56 Instant times available 

57 Changing facilities being available 

58 Wasn't clear on how to get individual results 

59 Maybe a bit more of wider route rather than 2 laps of the same route. Appreciated this is a challenge with road closures. Just not a very "scenic" route.  Also, I'm 
still awaiting my time to be confirmed almost 24 hrs later...?!  Overall, a well organised race and city park was ideal for meeting, finishing and all facilities were 
close by. 

60 "pace runner if you can someone at 10min 9min 8min. also all the staff you had were fun had a lot of joke on the way round with them from toasts to coffee 

61 I can't find my timing in the results page but I had my timing chip fastened to my shoe & idly returned it after finish. I completed in approximately 25min & want 
to know my exact time 

62 Everything was brilliantly organised and well marshalled. Enjoyed massage and good idea to have a sweet store for the kids 

63 I think the finishing point for the 10k was better this year than last, can you keep it that way? 

64 No finishing timer, and as yet no feedback on our finishing result. Didn't run with a timer so disappointed not to know result. Enjoyed the run though! 

65 Race organisation was excellent, but the publicity aspect needs to be improved for better awareness, by residents within Bradford metropolitan. This could be by 
running adverts in radio/TV/newspaper media. 

66 To text the official times to phones after finishing 

67 The results were slow to appear unlike other events I enter where they are available within hours. When posted the results were wrong and had to e-mail to get 
them changed - they had already been sent to T&A incorrect. 

68 It was a shame not many people to cheer in half marathoners nearer the end but probably because not a large amount of entrants...especially last stragglers, 
could have done with more people at the end to show support 

69 The position is not based on runners times, which it should be.  Also, there is no breakdown of positions in category`s, e.g. Male and Female, and age. 

70 "I ran the race in 2010 which started at the Alhambra and went out into the hills and back and was reasonable but the monotonous 4 laps of city centre through 
a poor suburb was way down the pecking order for races.  The paths were un kept and at one point you run past a recycling plant that smelled of rotting fish.  
Sorry but I must be honest and won't be back unless the old course or another is considered." 

71 Just to say that the finish funnel was impeded on a few occasions by officials opening barrier whilst runners running still finishing that section. Section to right of 
loos as you look at them. It could affect someone's time enough not to get a PB or position. 

72 The adult warm up was at the same time as the kids race was finishing. V noisy and took over from kids finish and many parents missed warm up because 
watching their kids finish. Could it be staggered better?? 

73 No results screen? Would be nice to know how I did straight away rather than waiting 24 hours for results online 

74 Create more of a buzz at the start\finish area. Bit flat when you finish. Create carnival type atmosphere. Goodie bag would be a good idea. Overall good and 
improving 

75 Change of route as current route is a bit repetitive also as it is a chipped time event results are not available  straight away like other runs should ask runners to 
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provide a mobile number on application 

76 No information of where to find race day results online 

77 Faster race time chip results that all 

78 Perhaps a little more entertainment at the finish to keep people there and interested. 

79 No 

80 Louder marshals 

81 Provide changing facilities 

82 Not sure how well the road closures were publicised. Saw a few unhappy motorists at certain points on the route. 

83 Would be good if results were available sooner. Toilets not clean. 

84 Nothing in particular, as this was my first time joining this year I think the whole team did a good job. 

85 Clear marking of milestones e.g. 1km, 2km etc. so runner can pace along route. 

86 Great day - not the most scenic route though! 

87 The distance makers seemed a bit random 

88 It was great. I ran with a friend and we thoroughly enjoyed it. No comment about improvement, don't feel anything could improve it, only the British weather!! 

89 "some marshals were in the spirit of the event- however.. others were not. it was clear, unfortunately.. there was confrontations by some drivers wishing to 
drive through the road closure points... indeed some cars were moving on the live course.  
overall... a good event but could be gr8!" 

90 cake stall/hot food stalls more of them 

91 On-line was unnecessarily complicated and I know several Crocus runners weren't recorded as Crocus runners either because it wasn't an option from when the 
registrations opened or ticking the 10k adult race unaffiliated without seeing the Crocus option below it. 

92 The yellow marshals were excellent. The orange marshals could engage more with runners. Pre-race facilities were excellent. Parking was good. Unlike many 
runners I like the lapped features of the race. Was also good to see more cultural diversity than on many races  good coverage from T&A too. Race results slow to 
be published. All in all I right enjoyed the race 

93 Still waiting for the results which is the longest I have had to wait after completing a race. Usually they are available within the first hour after finishing,  if not 
instantly. Also- apart from A few good Marshals (the two ladies on the big hill by the university and the lady and gentleman at the other side of the uni where the 
route did a you turn- most of the others barely even clapped or offered any encouragement! 

94 Was very good, nothing to add to it. 

95 Please advertise more widely esp to local athletic clubs-it was an excellent event wrt to organisation 

96 I think water should be available for the runners on/before the start as well. 

97 Thank you for great organisation, encouragement and atmosphere! 

98 "Postcode on event homepage.  I haven't had my result yet." 

99 I don't think it needs improving 
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100 The half marathon was a little long 13.45 instead of 13.1. other than that great race. 

101 "It seems to be the case that events run in Bradford centre use 'security companies' to marshal rather than running clubs and volunteers. I know this event had 
some of those - and you could identify those a mile off! they were great today. The 'bouncers' dressed in black  not so good, had no comprehension of what 
racing is all about and I am not sure that some of them knew what they were even doing today! Also had an incident when two marshals on push bikes nearly ran 
the 10K winner and me over, due there lack of insight and awareness of what was going on!" 

102 Results should be available more quickly 

103 Fantastic race, great organisation, facilities and marshals. Only negative is results are slow especially as chipped. need smaller water bottles as loads of waste. 
Overall well done , we thought it was great 

104 I live in Bradford which I am pretty disgusted at. The reason are people are not going to do the race to have abuse shouted at them and cars still been able to 
come into the road were we are running even though the road had been closed off. This was exactly the same last year and this in my opinion is why this run 
does not get the required number of people to take part in the race. I race all over and sad to this this is the only place I have ever experienced this. Word of 
mouth is a very powerful tool !!! 

105 Different course- less hills, made it difficult for new runners. Very good race however 

106 It wasn't very good for the last finishers of the half marathon. Hardly anyone around and the clean-up had started. 

107 At 1820 hrs I am still awaiting my result 

108 What was my time? - my chip didn't work Phil Patterson no 157 

109 It was very much spot on, this year!! Fantastic!! 

110 XXL t shirt 

111 at the end of the run should be a bag in her T-shirt and a regeneration drink. 

112 Results timing is very late 

113 "Very hilly which made it difficult. Obviously unavoidable in Bradford but maybe reconsider route hill past uni particularly difficult Perhaps drinks in cups rather 
than bottles as this was very wasteful. Really enjoyed running laps" 

114 I thought the organisation was excellent. Wasn't sure how two laps would work at the 5k point but it worked really well. Also the course was very good and 
testing 

115 I think it's great for 5 and 10k but the half marathon is so boring.  I did the Bradford half in 2010 and it was my favourite half marathon ever. It would be great if 
you have a different course for the half that isn't boring concrete laps. I am sure a lot more people would run it. All in all a great morning though, very well 
organised and good fun. Thank you. 

116 I don't think there's any need for runner's medals- a t shirt is fine 

117 results need to be out faster - still waiting at almost 6pm 

118 I think some toilets may be on the course, as some runners had to leave the course.  Also some energy drinks other than water for the longer distance runners 
would be welcomed 

119 In future it would be great to have an agreed side of the 'track' to be on if you are going slower and faster people are going past you. (E.g. Please keep to the left 
of the track unless you are overtaking?) 
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120 Separate start times for 5/10k and more runners 

121 Improved route, rather than back streets get to main roads 

122 The warm up was very good; I liked the scale of the event - not huge, but big enough to not feel self-conscious as a novice racer; good atmosphere; we wanted to 
ask someone at the end when we'd get results but couldn't find anyone - maybe have information table staffed at all times? But that's just a little niggle. Overall 
it was a really enjoyable run. Thank you. 

123 May be text results if possible 

124 Flatten them hills!!! Thanks 

125 Really enjoyed it. Some of the streets we ran through needed litter picking beforehand but otherwise a good route. 

126 Excellent event. 

127 some changing would be nice even a tent would help 

128 The kids race was fantastic and treated with as much respect as the adult races. It really adds something special to the whole event. Especially for families. Thank 
you to the organisers! 

129 Better route (not laps) 

130 "Very well organised. Would be good to try and get more spectators gathered at the finish line and for the race to be a one lap course!". 

131 Really enjoyed it, nothing to complain about, and I even enjoyed the courses, although I wasn't really expecting to.  Thank you to all the marshals! 

132 It wasn't clear when we should go to the start, maybe I missed the announcement. Also wasn't clear to some others that they were starting later than the half 
marathoners. 

133 Laps are hard work, and although some marshals were good, majority were miserable. I said thanks to every one of the marshals during each lap and there 
wasn't any acknowledgement. 

134 Today was my first time doing a Bradford City run, it was a good morning, well organised, toilets could have been cleaner but overall a positive experience. 

135 Warm up to include stretches maybe not dance based to encourage men to join in. Louder horn at start. 

136 Excellent event can't wait till next time 

137 The lap system was really confusing, I didn't know how many km had done. The route itself was a bit dirty and running past a bit shoddy parts. Support on the 
street was really poor but that wasn't you guys fault. The Marshals and organisation was very good. I liked the fact you gave a medal as it is so much better than 
a t shirt, but the quality of it wasn't great. The race was a bit too hilly and perhaps it would have been a bit more fun if one could have got closer to your pb. 
However, well done for organising it guys. 

138 Just a working microphone at the start point. I was impressed all round 

139 Better instructions or markings as to where start is and the overall course - wasn't always clear where you were running - perhaps people holding signs. 

140 I personally don't need a medal. The Marshalls were excellent. Especially the lady on great Horton rd at the u turn. Constantly enthusiastic! 

141 "It was the first time I went. And I really enjoyed myself. I would enter myself again next year. And do the 10k, work up to it. Was very good. I think if there was 
music on whiles everyone was waiting to start that would be good, build momentum. Andi think when announcing the winners a little bit more bought could go 
into it. More exciting ! Overall awesome! Really enjoyed it.!!!! :)). Ps. I loved the motivators, around the course of the run. Very friendly and non-competitive 
atmosphere. Would definitely recommend it.  Sanya :)))))" 
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142 Daughter who ran the kids race thought it was unfair the adults got a t-shirt but they didn't. 

143 Much better than last year, the use of metal barriers and the extra loop being on the first lap made the experience far better than the previous year. 

144 The T shirt is preferable to a medal. 

145 It's only a minor thing but I would prefer the drinks station to precede a flat section. Having it just before a downhill made it (personally) difficult to drink whilst 
on the move 

146 Marker signs for each km ran. Appreciate this may be difficult in practice due to different distances using the same course and it being on a loop. 

147 I think having cheer points or even music/live bands on the way round would be a good idea. 

148 Some bins on route to throw our bottles in (& avoid littering!!) Marshalls are always great motivators if they cheer you on-there were one or two doing this but 
not many :) 

149 I found it a little strange to collect number & chip on the day but if it helps to keep costs down/more money goes to charity then it's fine by me. 

150 More promotion. Contact all schools. Invite more celebs. Endorsement from the Brownlee's. 

151 Greater publicity of kids race to boost entries 

152 We thought it was fantastically run. Well done Bradford! 

153 Very well organised and smoothly operated but I didn't particularly enjoy the route. 

154 I didn't and still don't know how to find out my finishing time ! 

155 last  time I did  race  it was a different  route   this time  the 4 laps was challenging  but knew I could do  it    the event was well put on 

156 "Live results would have been a big plus after the race. There didn't seem to be anyone to ask." 

157 Disappointed with only receiving water at the end for replenishment. I would rather pay an extra £2 on the entry fee to get a piece of fruit and a sports drink. 
Can be dangerous not having replenishments, especially if you've parked far away, and it's unlikely a runner will have money on them but food from a local shop. 
This was the same for the old Bradford half marathon and I mentioned this then. No change. 

158 It was a brilliant event, very welcoming but it would have been nice to have a few more marshals along the way to your going :) 

159 The half Marathon could have been better by avoiding the laps, I'd prefer a run out of town and back. Laps make the experience dull, and hills. I think I'll be doing 
the 10k next time 

160 "More marketing!!! Not many people know about it. Such a good set up, great start And finish point, with kids run, 5k, 10k and 1/2 could attract more than the 
abbey dash does. Think big!!!! Results for too slow though. For so few people as well." 

161 Less laps (longer loops) to prevent bored 

162 Not having 4 laps of the route for half marathon, change the route to make just one lap and less hills 

163 Food for the finish most races we enter give chocolate bars etc. 

  

  

 


